
Sounds-Letters Program 

The Lawnton Language 

The following information is to assist all staff in speaking a consistent whole school language when implementing this program.  This enables all students to 

transition cohesively and successfully across levels with the same language, vocabulary and skills needed to participate in this program. 

Word Meaning 

Letters The written symbols that we see.  They have names and are a part of the alphabet. 

Letter Formation The ability to form letters with the correct motor pattern. 

Syllables The beats in words.  Each syllable must contain a vowel sound.  Every vowel sound indicates a syllable. 

Syllabification The ability to break words into syllables. 

Sounds Are what we hear.  They are made in the mouth and we use them to say words. 

Sound Awareness The ability to hear, isolate and identify sounds in specific word positions. 

Graph When one letter says one sound (e.g. p in pig). 

Digraph When two letters say one sound (e.g. ow in cow, ee in speech).  *see table below 

Split Digraph When two letters say one sound but are split by a consonant (e.g. i-e in mice).  *see table below 
 

Trigraph When three letters say one sound (e.g. igh in sight).  *see table below 

Quadgraph When four letters say one sound (e.g. eigh in eight).  *see table below 

Consonant Cluster When you can clearly hear individual sounds in words but they appear to be said quickly and roll off the tongue (e.g. st in stop). *see table below 

Schwa 

It is the most common sound in English with Australians using the schwa sound more than most accents.  It is an unstressed vowel sound.  It sounds 

like a grunt sound in words but can be very short.  It can be seen as saying the word in a lazy way and occurs mostly in words with more than one 

syllable.  

Blending The ability to blend independent sounds into a word. 

Segmenting The ability to break a word into its sounds and identify the sounds. 

Non Phonographic Are naughty words or rule breakers (e.g. fox, once, few, two). *see terminology section in hand book for further explanation 

Phonological Shift 
When the sounds change but the letters stay the same in words.  This happens in homographs (e.g. “I want to read this book” as opposed to “I have 

read this book”) and when we add suffixes (e.g. heal—health). 

Orthographic Shift When the letters change but the sounds stay the same in words (e.g. four—forty). 


